Dynamic range of the contralateral stapedius reflex in cochlear implant patients.
The dynamic range of the contralateral Stapedius reflex elicited by analog electrostimulation via cochlear implant was investigated in 8 subjects supplied with a Vienna prosthesis. The study comprised patients fitted with intracochlear devices as well as patients with extracochlear devices. Sinusoidal bursts of 125, 500, 1,000 and 2,000 Hz were used as stimulation signals. Only in one patient was saturation of reflex amplitude observed. The dynamic range of the Stapedius reflex was defined either by the difference in stimulus level for reflex saturation or individual uncomfortable loudness level and reflex threshold. Two different methods were used, yielding values between 0.1 and 12 dB, with a median of 4 dB. The individual results were compared with individual psychoacoustic quantities, i.e. subjective dynamic range (difference between sensation threshold and uncomfortable loudness level) and residual dynamic range (difference between most comfortable loudness level and uncomfortable loudness level). The reflex dynamic range is located within the residual dynamic range of electrostimulation. Thus the Stapedius reflex dynamic range can be applied as a rough estimate of minimum residual dynamic range.